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What is the difference between a prototype and a proof of concept? How do I know I’m ready to create my first app? Plus, get tips from developers and time with staff experts.Q: How to get the user typed text back from input field
on focus? How do I get a user's typed text back from an input field if the field is focused? I am trying to implement autocompletion functionality for text input, basically if you type something and the field has focus, the field pops up
and is editable if you type again, and if you type and switch to something else, the focus is set back to the input field. I have the string showing up in the textfield, but not the actual text, just the string representation of what the
user typed. I want the text in that input field. How do I do that? Here's the code I've got: jQuery(function() { $('#textfield').focus(function() { if ( $('#textfield').val() == "") { $('#textfield').val( $('#textfield').attr("data-default") );
$('#textfield').val($('#textfield').val()); } }); var maxlength = $('#textfield').attr('maxlength'); if( maxlength == '' ) maxlength = 500; $('#textfield').attr('maxlength',maxlength); }); A: An input field has no text in it. It contains a
value which can be retrieved with the.value property. Also you don't need jQuery for this, you can use the html5 property autocomplete. On blur/focus the focusout event is triggered. A demo can be found here:
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